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Abstract
Given samples from two densities p and q, den-
sity ratio estimation (DRE) is the problem of es-
timating the ratio p/q. In this paper, we for-
mally relate DRE and class-probability estima-
tion (CPE), and theoretically justify the use of
existing losses from one problem for the other.
In the CPE to DRE direction, we show that es-
sentially any CPE loss (e.g. logistic, exponential)
minimises a Bregman divergence to the true den-
sity ratio, and thus can be used for DRE. We also
show how different losses focus on accurately
modelling different ranges of the density ratio,
and use this to design new CPE losses for DRE.
In the DRE to CPE direction, we argue that the
least squares importance fitting method has po-
tential use for bipartite ranking of instances with
maximal accuracy at the head of the ranking. Our
analysis relies on a novel Bregman divergence
identity that may be of independent interest.

1. Density ratio estimation
Suppose we have samples from two densities p and q over
an instance space X. Density ratio estimation (DRE) is con-
cerned with estimating from these samples the density ratio
r : x 7→ p(x)/q(x). A canonical application of these esti-
mates is in the covariate shift problem (Shimodaira, 2000;
Sugiyama & Kawanabe, 2012), where one’s training and
test samples have different marginal distributions over in-
stances: the density ratio between these distributions can
be used to re-weight training instances so as to correctly
adapt to the test distribution. Other applications of these
estimates include outlier detection, independent component
analysis, and hypothesis testing (Sugiyama et al., 2012b).

A conceptually simple solution to DRE is to compute ker-
nel density estimates p̂ and q̂, and then compute the ra-
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tio p̂/q̂ (Shimodaira, 2000; Sugiyama & Müller, 2005).
This suffers from the curse of dimensionality, which has
motivated discriminative approaches to the problem, start-
ing with the seminal mean matching work of Huang et al.
(2007). Mean matching is however limited by the lack of
a principled model selection scheme; two popular subse-
quent approaches affording model selection are KL impor-
tance estimation (KLIEP) (Sugiyama et al., 2008), and least
squares importance fitting (LSIF) (Kanamori et al., 2009).

In this paper, we formally relate the DRE and class-
probability estimation (CPE) problems, and theoretically
justify the use of existing losses from one problem for
the other. In the CPE to DRE direction, we first ob-
serve (Lemma 1) that KLIEP and LSIF both employ losses
belonging to the proper composite family, which are the
fundamental losses of CPE (Buja et al., 2005; Reid &
Williamson, 2010). Motivated by this, we show that essen-
tially any CPE loss (e.g. logistic, exponential) minimises
a Bregman divergence to the true density ratio (Proposition
3), and thus is suitable for DRE; analyse how different CPE
losses focus on accurately modelling different ranges of the
density ratio (Lemma 4); and use this to design new CPE
losses for DRE (§6.2). In the DRE to CPE direction, we
argue that LSIF has potential use in bipartite ranking prob-
lems where one desires maximal accuracy at the head of
the ranking (§7). Our analysis relies on a novel Bregman
identity (Lemma 2) that may be of independent interest.

The basic link between DRE and CPE is not new. Specific
CPE methods such as logistic regression have been previ-
ously employed for covariate shift adaptation (Bickel et al.,
2009, Section 7); the link between the problems has been
exploited for semiparametric density estimation, where the
form of the density ratio is known (Qin, 1998; Cheng &
Chu, 2004); and a variant of LSIF has been applied to the
task of class-probability estimation (Sugiyama et al., 2010;
Sugiyama, 2010). However, on the DRE side, we are not
aware of a formal analysis of the quality of the density ratio
estimates produced by a general CPE method in the sense
of Proposition 3. On the CPE side, we are unaware of any
analysis of the tradeoffs implicit in the LSIF loss, nor any
discussion of its potential value for ranking problems.
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2. Background and notation
We review some background material and fix notation.

2.1. Learning from binary labels

Denote by D a distribution over X × {±1}, with random
variables (X,Y) ∼ D. Any D may be decomposed into
class-conditionals (P,Q) = (P(X | Y = 1),P(X | Y =
−1)) and base rate π = P(Y = 1), or into marginal M =
P(X) and class-probability function η : x 7→ P(Y = 1 |
X = x). We will write D = (P,Q, π) or D = (M,η). The
densities of P,Q are assumed to exist and denoted by p, q.

A loss is any ` : {±1} × R→ R; we interchangeably write
`(y, ·) as `y(·). A scorer is any s : X → R. The `-risk for
a scorer s wrt D is L(s;D, `) ·= E(X,Y)∼D [`(Y, s(X))]; the

Bayes-optimal scorer is s∗ ·= argmins L(s;D, `).

2.2. Class-probability estimation

Class-probability estimation (CPE) is concerned with in-
ferring η. This may be achieved via a suitable loss func-
tion. A loss ` is strictly proper composite with (invert-
ible) link function Ψ: [0, 1] → R if the Bayes-optimal
scorer for the `-risk is s∗ = Ψ ◦ η (Buja et al., 2005; Reid
& Williamson, 2010). Examples include the logistic loss
`(y, v) = log(1 + e−yv) with Ψ(p) = log p/(1 − p), ex-
ponential loss `(y, v) = e−yv (as in AdaBoost) and square
hinge loss `(y, v) = max(0, 1 − yv)2 (as in L2-SVMs).
If ` is differentiable, it is strictly proper composite with in-
vertible link Ψ iff (Reid & Williamson, 2010, Corollary 12)

Ψ−1(v) =
(
1− `′1(v)/`′−1(v)

)−1
. (1)

Given a strictly proper composite `, we call λ ·= ` ◦
Ψ: [0, 1] → R the underlying proper loss for `. The nega-
tive conditional Bayes risk f : [0, 1]→ R of ` is then

f(u) ·= −u · λ1(u)− (1− u) · λ−1(u). (2)

Given a scorer swith low `-risk, we can regard η̂ ·= Ψ−1◦s
to be an estimate of η. The quality of this estimate can be
quantified: the regret or excess risk of a scorer s over the
Bayes-optimal is (Reid & Williamson, 2010, Corollary 9,
Corollary 13)

reg(s;D, `) ·= L(s;D, `)− L(Ψ ◦ η;D, `)

= EX∼M [Bf (η(X), η̂(X))] (3)

= EX∼M

[∫ 1

0

w(c) · regc(η(X), η̂(X)) dc

]
,

(4)

where Bf is a Bregman divergence with generator f , the
weight function w = f ′′, and regc(η, η̂) ·= |η − c| · J(η −

c) · (η̂ − c) < 0K the cost-sensitive pointwise regret. Intu-
itively, Equation 4 says that a loss focusses on accurately
modelling the range of η values for which w(·) is large.
For example, logistic loss has as f the negative Shannon
entropy, and so seeks an η̂ with minimal KL-divergence to
η; further, it has weight function w(c) = (c · (1− c))−1.

2.3. Covariate shift adaptation

In covariate shift problems (Sugiyama & Kawanabe, 2012),
we have train and test distributions DTr and DTe with
ηTr = ηTe, but MTr 6= MTe. Our goal remains to min-
imise L(s;DTe, `). This is a canonical application for DRE
because the importance weighting identity

L(s;DTe, `) = EX∼M
[
r(X) · EY∼η(X) [`(Y, s(X))]

]
(5)

for density ratio r = mTe/mTr of the corresponding
marginal densities implies that if we estimate r, we can
simply re-weight training instances accordingly so as to
adapt to the test distribution (Shimodaira, 2000). (On finite
samples, importance weighting may actually bring little or
negative improvement, and thus covariate shift adaptation
may require more than simply estimating r (Cortes et al.,
2010; Reddi et al., 2015; Swaminathan & Joachims, 2015);
this is however beyond the scope of the present paper.)

3. Linking density ratios to class-probabilities
Suppose we wish to estimate a density ratio r = p/q, given
samples from the respective densities. One can view these
samples as arising from a distribution D over binary labels,
where p and q are the densities of the class-conditional dis-
tributions, and π is the relative frequency of samples from
the densities. (For the covariate shift problem of §2.3, such
a D would encode the discrimination between training and
testing instances with p = mTe and q = mTr.)

The above suggests that methods for learning from binary
labels could be used to estimate r. Indeed, as in Bickel
et al. (2009); Smola (2010), Bayes’ rule implies:

(∀x ∈ X)
η(x)

1− η(x)
=
p(x)

q(x)
· π

1− π , (6)

where P(X = x) cancels for both terms in the LHS; thus,

(∀x ∈ X) r(x) ·= p(x)

q(x)
= Ψdr (η(x)) , (7)

for the link function

Ψdr(u) ·= 1− π
π
· u

1− u. (8)

Intuitively, this elementary fact suggests one should be able
to uses CPE losses to perform DRE, and vice-versa. The
rest of the paper makes this intuition precise. We devote
the next few sections to the usage of CPE losses for DRE,
and then return to the usage of DRE losses for CPE in §7.
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4. DRE via CPE loss minimisation
We now show how Equation 7 may be used to re-interpret
existing DRE approaches as implicitly performing CPE, as
well as motivate performing DRE via a general CPE loss.
In what follows, we assume that π = 1/2 1, so that

Ψdr(u) =
u

1− u, (9)

with Ψ−1
dr (v) = v/(1 + v) for v ≥ 0.

4.1. Estimating density ratios with the Ψdr link

To estimate r, Equation 7 suggests that we minimise the
`-risk for proper composite ` with link Ψdr, as the corre-
sponding Bayes-optimal scorer is exactly s∗ = Ψdr◦η = r.
Given a scorer s with low `-risk, we can then treat r̂ = s
as an estimate of the density ratio. We now see how two
existing approaches to DRE do precisely this.

The KLIEP loss. Consider the loss

`−1(v) = a · v and `1(v) = − log v (10)

for a > 0, with corresponding risk

L(s;D, `) = EX∼P [− log s(X)] + a · EX∼Q [s(X)] (11)

defined for any s ∈ S ⊆ RX
+. For suitable a, finding

mins∈S L(s;D, `) is equivalent to the constrained problem

min
s∈S

EX∼P [− log s(X)] : EX∼Q [s(X)] = 1,

which is exactly the objective of the KLIEP method of
Sugiyama et al. (2008); we thus call the loss of Equation
10 the KLIEP loss. The unconstrained objective was also
considered in du Plessis & Sugiyama (2012).

The LSIF loss. Consider the loss

`−1(v) = 1/2 · v2 and `1(v) = −v, (12)

with corresponding risk

L(s;D, `) = EX∼P [−s(X)] + EX∼Q
[
1/2 · s(X)2

]
. (13)

The problem mins L(s;D, `) is exactly that considered by
the LSIF method of Kanamori et al. (2009); we thus call the
loss of Equation 12 the LSIF loss. One appealing property
of the LSIF loss is that when working with linear scorers
s : x 7→ 〈w, x〉, the risk has a closed form minimiser

w∗ =
(
EX∼Q

[
XXT

])−1 · EX∼P [X] . (14)

To analyse the above, consider the family of power losses
suggested in Sugiyama et al. (2012a, Section 3.4),

`−1(v) =
v1+α − 1

1 + α
and `1(v) =

1− vα
α

(15)

1Appendix A covers the more cumbersome case π 6= 1/2.

for α ∈ (0, 1]. As α → 0+, we get the (translated) KLIEP
loss for a = 1; for α = 1, we get the (translated) LSIF
loss. It is easy to check that all these losses are strictly
proper composite, with link Ψdr.
Lemma 1. For any α ∈ (0, 1], the power loss of Equation
15 is strictly proper composite with link Ψdr. At the limit
α→ 0+, the KLIEP loss with parameter a > 0 of Equation
10 is also strictly proper composite with link a−1 ·Ψdr.

Proof. Since ` is differentiable, with

`′−1(v) = vα and `′1(v) = −vα−1,

by Equation 1 it is strictly proper composite with link

Ψ−1(v) =

(
1 +

1

v

)−1

= Ψ−1
dr (v).

A similar argument applies to the general KLIEP loss.

The above interpretation of the KLIEP and LSIF losses in
terms of CPE evinces why they are suitable for DRE: the
optimal scorer for each is exactly the true density ratio.

4.2. Estimating density ratios with any link

While the previous section focussed on DRE using the link
Ψdr, nothing prohibits the use of an arbitrary link Ψ. Sup-
pose we have a proper composite ` with link Ψ, and Bayes-
optimal scorer s∗ = Ψ ◦ η. Then, by Equation 7,

(∀x ∈ X) r(x) =
1− π
π
· Ψ−1(s∗(x))

1−Ψ−1(s∗(x))
. (16)

Given an arbitrary scorer swith low `-risk, it is natural then
to use the density ratio estimator

r̂(x) ·= 1− π
π
· η̂(x)

1− η̂(x)
, (17)

recalling that η̂ = Ψ−1 ◦ s. For example, with the lo-
gistic loss, for which Ψ−1(v) = (1 + e−v)−1, we have
r̂(x) = es(x) when π = 1/2. Precisely such an estimate
was previously considered in Bickel et al. (2009, Section
7) in the context of covariate shift adaptation.

The above appears to definitively establish the suitability of
CPE losses for DRE. However, while Equation 16 justifies
the CPE loss minimisation approach asymptotically, what
can be guaranteed about the quality of an imperfect esti-
mate r̂ as in Equation 17? This issue is more subtle, and is
the subject of our next section.

5. A Bregman minimisation view of DRE
Recall from Equation 3 that proper composite loss minimi-
sation is equivalent to minimising a specific Bregman di-
vergence between η̂ and η. Since r and η are related by
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a monotone transform (Equation 7), in applications where
only the ordering of the density ratio is important, this fact
would suffice as guarantee of the quality of r̂. In covari-
ate shift modelling, however, one requires a good estimate
of r, rather than some monotone transformation of r (other
than multipication by a positive scalar). For this applica-
tion, Equation 3 by itself does not suffice; further, prima
facie, one might be concerned that errors in the estimate
η̂ are magnified uncontrollably when passed through the
transform u/(1− u) to construct r̂.

Fortunately, we can show that minimisation of (essentially)
any strictly proper composite ` results in a good r̂ in a pre-
cise sense: the procedure is equivalent to minimising a spe-
cific Bregman divergence of r̂ to the true r.

5.1. A novel Bregman identity

To quantify the quality of the density ratio estimates r̂, the
most natural way to proceed is to re-express Equation 3 in
terms of r rather than η. But how do we do this without
appealing to specific properties of f or Ψ? The answer is
provided by the following Bregman identity, which to our
knowledge is novel, and may be of independent interest.

Lemma 2. For any twice differentiable convex f : [0, 1]→
R with Bregman divergence Bf (·, ·),

(∀x, y ∈ [0,∞))Bf

(
x

1 + x
,

y

1 + y

)
=

1

1 + x
·Bf�(x, y),

where f� : [0,∞)→ R is given by

f� : z 7→ (1 + z) · f
(

z

1 + z

)
(18)

Proof. By (Reid & Williamson, 2009, Equation 12),

Bf (x, y) =

∫ x

y

(x− z) · f ′′(z) dz. (19)

Applying this to the LHS,

Bf

(
x

1 + x
,

y

1 + y

)
=

∫ x
1+x

y
1+y

(
x

1 + x
− z
)
· f ′′(z) dz.

Employing the substitution z = u
1+u , with dz = du

(1+u)2 ,

LHS =

∫ x

y

(
x

1 + x
− u

1 + u

)
· f ′′

(
u

1 + u

)
· 1

(1 + u)2
du

=

∫ x

y

x− u
(1 + x) · (1 + u)

· f ′′
(

u

1 + u

)
· 1

(1 + u)2
du

=
1

1 + x
·
∫ x

y

(x− u) · f ′′
(

u

1 + u

)
· 1

(1 + u)3
du

=
1

1 + x
·Bf�(x, y),

where the last line is since by definition of f�,

(f�)′(z) =
1

1 + z
· f ′
(

z

1 + z

)
+ f

(
z

1 + z

)

and

(f�)′′(z) = f ′′
(

z

1 + z

)
· 1

(1 + z)3
. (20)

Remark 1. One might think to generalise Lemma 2 using a
different change of variable in the integral above; however,
this in general will not yield another Bregman divergence.
Remark 2. f� is closely related to the perspective trans-
form f� : x 7→ x · f(1/x) of a convex function.
Remark 3. The somewhat awkward form of the arguments
in the LHS is to simplify the results in the next section.

5.2. Proper losses minimise a Bregman divergence to r

Using Lemma 2, we can establish that proper composite
loss minimisation is equivalent to minimising a Bregman
divergence to the true density ratio.
Proposition 3. Pick any strictly proper composite ` with
twice differentiable negative Bayes risk f . Then, for any
distribution D = (P,Q, 1/2) and scorer s : X→ R,

reg(s;D, `) = 1/2 · EX∼Q
[
Bf� (r(X), r̂(X))

]
,

for r = Ψdr ◦ η, r̂ = Ψdr ◦ η̂, and f� per Equation 18.

Proof. Letting R = 2 · reg(s;D, `), by Equation 3,

R = 2 · EX∼M [Bf (η(X), η̂(X))]

= EX∼P [Bf (η(X), η̂(X))] + EX∼Q [Bf (η(X), η̂(X))]

= EX∼Q [(1 + r(X)) ·Bf (η(X), η̂(X))] ,

where the last line is because EX∼P [g(X)] =
EX∼Q [r(X) · g(X)]. Now, expressing Lemma 2 as

(1 + x) ·Bf
(
Ψ−1

dr (a),Ψ−1
dr (b)

)
= Bf�(a, b),

and noting that by Equation 7, η = Ψ−1
dr ◦ r, the result

follows by picking a = r(X) and b = r̂(X).

Remark 4. See Appendix B for an alternate proof using
the connection of proper losses to f -divergences (Reid &
Williamson, 2011), and Appendix D for a discussion of
how the proper loss view sheds some light on existing inter-
pretations of KLIEP and LSIF in terms of f -divergences.
Remark 5. The expectation in Equation 3 is over the
marginal M , but above, it is over the class-conditional
Q. This is intuitive for covariate shift adaptation (§2.3):
here, we estimate the class-conditional density ratio for
D = (MTe,MTr, 1/2), and wish this to be accurate on av-
erage for the reweighed training instances i.e. on average
under the “negative” class-conditional MTr.
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Remark 6. The need for f ′′ to exist is why we used the
qualifier “essentially” when describing the result in §1.
Remark 7. See Appendix C for the simple, but slightly
more cumbersome generalisation to π 6= 1/2.

Proposition 3 has implicit precedent in three special cases:
Sugiyama et al. (2012a, Section 3) showed that logistic
regression, KLIEP and LSIF perform Bregman minimisa-
tion. Proposition 3 shows that this is simply a manifesta-
tion of the fact that they all use proper composite losses,
and broadly generalises the result to other `.

Proposition 3 has at least three useful implications. First,
it theoretically justifies the reduction of DRE to CPE, as
in e.g. Bickel et al. (2009). Second, it opens the door to
performing DRE using any other of the standard arsenal of
CPE losses (e.g. exponential, square hinge). Third, we can
leverage existing analyses for CPE to help us design suit-
able losses for a DRE task. This last point is important:
while Proposition 3 implies all proper composite losses are
“equally good” for DRE if we have sufficiently many sam-
ples and a rich function class, in practice neither of these
conditions is expected to hold. It is thus of interest to deter-
mine what tradeoffs are imposed by different losses. This
is studied in the next section.

6. Designing CPE losses for DRE
We now show that different CPE losses focus on modelling
different regions of the density ratio, as specified by an im-
plicit weight function whose form we provide. We then
discuss how to design CPE losses so as to employ a fixed
such weighting, and provide some new losses for DRE.

6.1. A weight function view of losses for DRE

Recall from Equation 4 that every proper composite ` has
an associated weight function w over cost ratios, so that w
specifies the tradeoffs in modelling η implied by a given
loss. We can similarly interpret each ` as focussing on dif-
ferent ranges of the density ratio r, as specified by a density
ratio weight function wDR(ρ) defined below.
Lemma 4. Pick any strictly proper composite ` with twice
differentiable f and weight function w. For any scorer s
and distribution D = (P,Q, 1/2),

reg(s;D, `) =
1

2
· EX∼Q

[∫ ∞

0

wDR(ρ) · regρ(r(X), r̂(X)) dρ

]
,

where r̂ is as per Equation 17, the density ratio weight
function wDR : [0,∞)→ R+ is

wDR(ρ) ·= 1

(1 + ρ)3
· w
(

ρ

1 + ρ

)
, (21)

and the pointwise regret around threshold ρ is

regρ(r, r̂)
·= |r − ρ| · J(r − ρ) · (r̂ − ρ) < 0K. (22)

Proof of Lemma 4. By Proposition 3 and Equation 19,

reg(s;D, `) =
1

2
· EX∼Q

[∫ ∞

0

(f�)′′(ρ) · regρ(r(X), r̂(X)) dρ

]
.

Defining wDR = (f�)′′ and applying Equation 20 (recall-
ing that w = f ′′), the result follows.

Thus, analogous to our intuition for estimating η, min-
imising a proper composite loss intuitively focusses on the
range of r values for which the corresponding wDR(·) is
large. The relationship between wDR and w (Equation 21)
features a non-obvious dependence on (1 + ρ)−3.

Table 1 summarises the weight functions over cost and den-
sity ratios for the DRE losses of §4.1, and for some stan-
dard proper composite losses. The latter are seen to place
more importance on accurate modelling of smaller density
ratios. The power family has a similar trend for α < 1,
but at α = 1 the LSIF loss has uniform weighting over all
possible values of the density ratio. Also of interest is that
only the LSIF and square losses have wDR(0) < +∞.

Which of these tradeoffs is the most suitable for DRE? A
uniform weighting can be motivated by appeal to general-
isation bounds: Cortes et al. (2008) showed that ensuring
small expected `2 distance between the true density ratio
r and one’s estimate r̂ yields guarantees on the excess er-
ror from using r̂ instead of r as weights to a kernel-based
learner. This speaks in favour of the LSIF loss, which from
Table 1 employs a uniform weighting. However, it is not
the only such loss with this property; we now see how one
can pair a range of link functions Ψ with a given weight
wDR, to generate new proper composite losses for DRE.

6.2. New proper composite losses for DRE

Suppose we fix a weight function wDR we believe suitable
for DRE, and desire a proper composite loss that employs
this weight. By definition, specifying wDR equally spec-
ifies the weight w over cost ratios. This, in turn, speci-
fies the negative Bayes-risk f for any loss employing this
weight (up to a linear term). Recall however that the nega-
tive Bayes-risk f only specifies the underlying proper loss
λ: we still have complete flexibility in choosing a link func-
tion Ψ to generate a proper composite loss.

To pick a suitable Ψ, one desiderata is that the resulting
composite loss should be convex for ease of optimisation.
For a fixed weight w, there is a simple canonical link func-
tion Ψcan that ensures this, being any link that satisfies

Ψ′can(u) ·= w(u). (23)

The corresponding proper composite loss is (Buja et al.,
2005, Section 16), (Reid & Williamson, 2010, Section 6.1)

`′−1(v) = Ψ−1
can(v) and `′1(v) = Ψ−1

can(v)− 1, (24)
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Loss `−1(v) `1(v) Ψ−1(v) w(c) wDR(ρ)

KLIEP v − log v
v

1 + v

1

c · (1− c)2

1

ρ

LSIF
1

2
v2 −v v

1 + v

1

(1− c)3
1

Powerα
v1+α − 1

1 + α

1− vα
α

v

1 + v

1

c1−α · (1− c)2+α
ρα−1

Square (1 + v)2 (1− v)2 2v − 1 8
1

(1 + ρ)3

Logistic log(1 + ev) log(1 + e−v)
1

1 + e−v
1

c · (1− c)
1

ρ · (1 + ρ)

Exponential ev e−v
1

1 + e−2v

1

2 · c3/2 · (1− c)3/2

1

ρ3/2

Table 1: Weights over cost and density ratios for existing DRE (top panel) and CPE (bottom panel) losses; derivations in Appendix E.

which is guaranteed to be convex, with derivative bounded
in [−1, 1] i.e. the loss is asymptotically (sub-)linear.

Using the above, we can generate new losses with weights
matching those of existing ones. Let us return to the weight
function w(c) = (1− c)−3 corresponding to wDR(ρ) = 1.
The canonical link found by solving Equation 23 is

Ψcan(u) = (1/2) · (1/(1− u)2 − 1), (25)

where we chose the constant of integration such that
Ψcan(u) ∈ [0,∞). Applying Equation 24 yields the new
“canonical LSIF” loss

`−1(v) = v −
√

2v + 1 and `1(v) = −
√

2v + 1 (26)

with the constraint v ≥ 0. Compared to the LSIF loss, this
loss also has a uniform weighting over density ratios, while
having derivatives bounded in [−1, 1].

More generally, recall that LSIF is a special case of the
power family (Equation 15) with α = 0. Sugiyama et al.
(2012a) observed that choosing α > 1 may yield a loss that
is more robust to outliers (at the possible expense of statisti-
cal efficiency), as per the origin of these losses in a different
context (Basu et al., 1998). However, the presented losses
are only convex for α ∈ (0, 1]. Similar to the above, one
can seek to retain the weightw of the power losses, but vary
the link to design a convex loss. The canonical link in this
case does not possess an analytic inverse, but we can still
design convex losses using other links. Appendix F shows
that for α = 2, Ψ−1(v) =

√
2v/(1 +

√
2v) yields

`−1(v) = (2
√

2/3) · v3/2 and `1(v) = −v for v ≥ 0. (27)

7. A new application of existing DRE losses
The preceding sections have established the virtue of us-
ing CPE losses to perform DRE. One might equally won-
der whether existing DRE losses are useful in tasks where
conventional CPE losses (e.g. logistic regression) are em-
ployed. We now explore one such potentially fruitful ap-
plication: the problem of bipartite ranking (Agarwal &

Niyogi, 2005). Here, we assume there is some D over in-
stances and binary labels, and our goal is to find a scorer
s : X→ R that ranks instances well, in the sense of possess-
ing a high area under the ROC curve (AUC). As the Bayes-
optimal scorer for the AUC is any monotone transform of η
(Clmenon et al., 2008), class-probability estimators such as
logistic regression may be successfully employed for this
task (Kotlowski et al., 2011; Agarwal, 2014).

In practice, one typically wishes to maximise accuracy at
the head of the ranked list. This is known as the “rank-
ing the best” (RTB) regime (Clémençon & Vayatis, 2007).
While standard bipartite ranking methods are of course vi-
able for RTB, one might hope to do better by explicitly tar-
geting instances x with η(x) ∼ 1. For example, Rudin
(2009) proposed a family of pairwise ranking risks that
explicitly penalise false-positive errors at the head of the
ranked list. This was shown in Ertekin & Rudin (2011) to
have the same minimiser as the p-classification loss,

`−1(v) = (1/p) · evp and `1(v) = e−v, (28)

where p � 0 emphasises accurate modelling of the head
of the list. In fact, from Equation 1, this loss is easily
checked to be strictly proper composite with weight func-
tion w(c) = (c1+α · (1− c)2−α)−1, where α = 1/(p+ 1)
(Menon & Williamson, 2014). Thus, setting p� 0 yields a
CPE loss whose underlying weight emphasises c ∼ 1, and
hence seeks to accurately model η values that are ∼ 1.

Interestingly, the weight functions of the KLIEP and LSIF
losses (Table 1) also place emphasis on c ∼ 1; indeed, the
KLIEP weight is the limit of the p-classification weight as
p→∞. (The two losses employ rather different link func-
tions, which explains their different forms.) This suggests
that these DRE losses may be useful for RTB problems; to
our knowledge, this application of these losses has not been
previously explored. One strong appeal of the LSIF loss in
particular is its closed form solution (Equation 14), which
affords highly efficient tuning and training; we believe this
motivates the use of this loss as a baseline for RTB tasks.
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8. Experimental results
We present experiments2 evincing three aspects of our anal-
ysis: first, that a loss’ weight function wDR(ρ) dictates the
range of density ratio values it focusses on; second, that
existing proper losses are viable for DRE in the context of
covariate shift adaptation; third; that the new application of
the LSIF loss to “ranking the best” problems holds promise.

8.1. Weight functions and resulting tradeoffs

We study the impact of weight functions using an example
of Vinciotti & Hand (2003) that was used in Buja et al.
(2005) to illustrate the role of weight functions in CPE.
Here, distribution D has marginal uniform over [0, 1]2, and

η : (x1, x2) 7→ (2/π) · cos−1(x1/
√
x2

1 + x2
2).

To estimate of the resulting density ratio of the class-
conditionals, we consider losses with “step” weights

w(c) = Jc ∈ [a, b]K + Jc /∈ [a, b]K · h−1, (29)

where a, b, h are tuning parameters. Evidently, the role of
a and b is to specify a region of cost ratio which is to be
accurately modelled. The role of the parameter h is to
determine how much emphasis is placed on this range of
cost ratios versus others. The corresponding weight over
density ratios similarly emphasises density ratio values in[

a
1−a ,

b
1−b

]
. We pick three losses from this family: we fix

h = 100, and choose a, b such that

a

1− a = r∗ − 0.2 and
b

1− b = r∗ + 0.2 (30)

for r∗ = {0.5, 1, 2}. The weights thus focus on ratios
around the corresponding r∗ value. The canonical proper
composite losses for these weights are easy but tedious to
derive; see Appendix G for details.

For each of the three losses above, we learn a linear model
to discriminate between np = 50, 000 samples S′ from
p and nq = 50, 000 samples S from q. For the result-
ing density ratio estimate r̂ and fixed ρ ∈ [0,∞), we
compute the expected pointwise regret around r(x) = ρ,
EX∼S̄

[
regρ(r(X), r̂(X))

]
, where regρ is as per Equation 22

and S̄ is a fresh sample of 10, 000 points drawn from q. We
plot these expected regrets for ρ ∈ {0.01, 0.02, . . . , 4.0}.
Figure 1 shows the regret curves for the three losses, la-
belled “Stepr∗” for the corresponding r∗ values. In each
case, there is a pronounced dip in the pointwise regret
curve around the corresponding r∗ value, indicating accu-
rate modelling of the density ratios in the surrounding re-
gion. This is in keeping with Lemma 4, and illustrates that
wDR(ρ) provides some intuition as to the range of the den-
sity ratio focussed on by a loss.

2Scripts available at first author’s webpage.
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Figure 1: Expected pointwise regret for losses with “step” weights
(Equation 29), for three choices of parameters as per Equation 30.

8.2. Proper losses for covariate shift adaptation

We next study the viability of DRE using proper composite
losses for covariate shift adaptation. Note that logistic loss
has been convincingly demonstrated to be viable in Bickel
et al. (2009), and we have seen that the KLIEP and LSIF
losses are in fact proper composite; our aim is simply to
confirm that other standard CPE losses are also viable.

We work with two datasets, both comprising nSrc labelled
samples S = {(xi, yi)} from a source domain, nTar unla-
belled samples S′ = {x′j}, nEval labelled samples S′′ =
{(x′′k , y′′k )} from a target domain. The marginal distribu-
tions for the two domains are assumed different. To correct
for the covariate shift, following Equation 5, we estimate
the density ratio r̂ from (S,S′) using different approaches,
and then solve a weighted least squares problem on S:

min
w

nSrc∑

i=1

r̂i · (yi − 〈w,Φ(xi)〉)2 +
λWLS

2
||w||2,

where r̂i denotes the density estimate for the ith training
example, and Φ denotes the feature mapping. Finally, we
evaluate prediction performance of this model on S′′.

The first dataset (poly) follows the example from Shi-
modaira (2000); Huang et al. (2007). Here, we have in-
stance space X = R, and conditional label distribution
Y | X = x ∼ N(−x − x3, 0.32). The marginals for the
source and target distributions are MSrc = N(0.5, 0.52)
and MTar = N(0, 0.32). We set nSrc = 200, nTar = 200,
and nEval = 2000. We use the empirical kernel mapping
Φ(x) = (exp(−||x− z||2))z∈S′ .

The second dataset (amazon) is the real-world Amazon re-
view data from Blitzer et al. (2007); we used the processed
data as provided by Chen et al. (2012). Here, we have in-
stance space X = R30000, being the bag of words repre-
sentation of Amazon reviews from four different product
domains. Each review is endowed with a binary label de-
noting the sentiment of the review. We train on nSrc = 3000
samples from the book domain, and test on nTar = 3000,
nEval = 2000 samples from the electronics domain. Our
feature mapping is the SVD projection to 100 dimensions
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(a) poly

Loss NMSE
Uniform 1.2723 ± 0.0302
KLIEP 0.6916 ± 0.0136
LSIF 0.7742 ± 0.0217
uLSIF 0.7038 ± 0.0102
Canonical LSIF 0.7969 ± 0.0288

Loss NMSE
Power2 1.1098 ± 0.0408
Logistic 0.6888 ± 0.0108
Square Hinge 0.6995 ± 0.0116
Square 0.6755 ± 0.0060
Exponential 0.6740 ± 0.0064

(b) amazon

Loss PD
Uniform 0.1582 ± 0.0018
KLIEP 0.1500 ± 0.0018
LSIF 0.1500 ± 0.0019
uLSIF 0.1370 ± 0.0024
Canonical LSIF 0.1517 ± 0.0018

Loss PD
Power2 0.1538 ± 0.0018
Logistic 0.1321 ± 0.0021
Square Hinge 0.1567 ± 0.0099
Square 0.1310 ± 0.0023
Exponential 0.2021 ± 0.0048

Table 2: Covariate shift results. For poly, we report normalised MSE (NMSE), viz. MSE normalised by variance of the targets. For
amazon, we report pairwise disagreement (PD), viz. 1− AUC. Reported are mean and standard error over 25 trials; lower is better.

(a) german

Loss AP PTop

Logistic 0.6087 ± 0.0192 0.0224 ± 0.0083
p-class 0.6121 ± 0.0185 0.0316 ± 0.0084
LSIF 0.6101 ± 0.0196 0.0364 ± 0.0114

(b) magic

Loss AP PTop

Logistic 0.8867 ± 0.0018 0.0018 ± 0.0005
p-class 0.8962 ± 0.0017 0.0031 ± 0.0017
LSIF 0.8996 ± 0.0014 0.0095 ± 0.0038

(c) news20-forsale

Loss AP PTop

Logistic 0.1487 ± 0.0041 0.0003 ± 0.0003
p-class 0.2817 ± 0.0113 0.0054 ± 0.0018
LSIF 0.2351 ± 0.0106 0.0101 ± 0.0014

Table 3: “Ranking the best” results. We report the average precision (AP), and fraction of positives ranked higher than the first negative
(PTop) (Agarwal, 2011). Reported are mean and standard error across 10 random splits; higher is better.

of a TFIDF mapping of the features.

To estimate the density ratio, we use the existing KLIEP
and LSIF losses; the “canonical LSIF” loss of Equation 26;
the Power2 loss of Equation 27; and the logistic, exponen-
tial, square, and square hinge losses. For each loss, we find

min
θ∈Θ

1

nSrc

∑

x∈S
`1(〈θ,Φ(x)〉) +

1

nTar

∑

x′∈S′
`1(〈θ,Φ(x′)〉) +

λDR

2
||θ||22,

where Θ is unconstrained for the “standard” CPE losses,
and Θ = {θ | (∀z ∈ S ∪ S′) 〈θ,Φ(z)〉 ≥ 0} otherwise.
For LSIF, we additionally used a heuristic suggested by
Kanamori et al. (2009): we use an unconstrained Θ but
post-hoc truncate scores at 0. We call this method “uLSIF”.

Table 2 summarises results for all losses over 25 random
draws of S and S′ on both datasets, for λWLS = 10−6 and
λDR = 10−4. Nearly all losses are seen to offer signifi-
cant improvement over assuming a uniform density ratio.
Square loss performs well in both tasks; as it has a closed-
form solution (like LSIF), it seems worth considering as a
simple baseline for covariate shift problems.

8.3. LSIF loss for “ranking the best”

Finally, we consider the viability of the computationally ef-
ficient LSIF loss for the “ranking the best” problem, com-
paring its performance to logistic regression and the p-
classification loss (Equation 28) for p = 4. We com-
pare these losses on several standard benchmark datasets
with binary labels. Each dataset was split in the ratio 2:1,
with all instances normalised to lie in the `2 ball. A reg-
ularised linear model trained to score instances, where for
each split, we performed 5-fold cross-validation to tune the
strength of regularisation from λ ∈ {2−20, 2−19, . . . , 215}.

Table 3 summarises the results over 10 random train–test
splits. (See Appendix H for results with more datasets and
performance measures.) We find that LSIF consistently
performs better than the logistic loss, in keeping with our
analysis of the weight function for this loss in §7. LSIF is
also competitive with the p-classification loss, sometimes
outperforming it on the challenging PTop measure. These
results, coupled with the loss’ closed form solution, suggest
it is worth considering as a baseline for RTB problems.

9. Conclusion
We have shown how existing approaches to discrimina-
tive DRE implictly employ CPE losses; how general CPE
losses may be employed for DRE, since minimising any
CPE loss equivalently minimises a Bregman divergence to
the true density ratio; and how a specific DRE loss, LSIF
(Kanamori et al., 2009), is worth considering for ranking
tasks where interest is in accuracy at the head of the list.

Possible directions for future study include more carefully
studying the application of LSIF to RTB problems, compar-
ing it to e.g. the recent approach of Li et al. (2014); study-
ing the effects of finite samples on CPE estimates for DRE;
and generalising Lemma 2 to show CPE can provably esti-
mate other useful quantities.
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